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ABSTRACT

RecentSOt[O UVCSWhite Light Channel(WLC) observationsof/,he

southpolar coronalholeplumesand interplumeregionsproducesignatures

of quasi-periodicvariationsin the polarizedbrightness(pB) at a heliocentric

distanceof 1.9solarradii (t_). The ['ourier power spectrum of the pB time

series shows significam peaks a[ about 1.6-2.5 mHz and additional smaller

peaks at longer and shorlcr time scales. Wavelet analysis of the pB time series

shows that the coherence time of the fluctuations is about 30 minutes. The

new observations strongly suggest that the fluctuations are compressional wave

packets propagating in lhe coronal hole high above the limb. The presence of

compressionat waves may have important implications that help to explain the

heating of coronal holes and the fast, solar wind acceleration.

Subject headiug,_: solar wind--Sun: corona Sun: magnetic

fields--waves .X,ltt 1)
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1. Introduction

The detection of (h'l>,ilv tinct ust, ions in coronal tloles is a difficult task due to the

low coronal hole density (_ .5 x 10r cm -:_ at 1.16/{9, Fisher & Guhathakurta 1995) and

the corresponding low light _'mission of the coronal hole plasma. Recent high-cadence

observations by Ofman el a[. (1997) of coronal holes using the white light _annel (WLC)

of the Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) (Kohl et al. 199.5) were the first to

show polarized brightness (pB) fluctuations on a time scale of ,-, 10 rain high above the

limb at 1.9/?-o. Ofman et al. (1997, 1998) interpreted these quasi-periodic fluctuations

as density fluctuations due lo compressional waves propagating in the coronal hole.

The Extreme Ultraviolcl Telescope F;IT (Delaboudinilere et al. 1995) on board SOHO

reports compressional ,slow waves in coronal hole plumes below 1.2R o (DeForest et al.

1997, DeForest and Gurman 1998, Ofman, Nakariakov & DeForest 1999). In particular,

DeForest and Gurman (1998) observed quasiperiodic fluctuations in the brightness of Fe IX

and Fe X line emissions at 171A on a timescale of a few to ten minutes that coherently

propagate outward at spcxxts of ,-,75-150 km s-1. Ofman, Nakariakov, _ DeForest (1999)

have identified these propagating fluctuations as slow magmetosonic waves. It is likely that

the waves detected by ()fulan e!. al. (1997) at 1.9P,-o are of the same nature as the waves

detected by' DeForest and (;urman (1998) lower in coronal holes.

The energ-y flux colltained hi lhe slow magnetosonic waves detected by DeForest and

Gurman (1998) is not suffMent for coronal heating. However, only part of the wave flmx

may have been detected. The eompressional waves may carry a significaalt fraction of the

energy that is required I.o heal Ihe coronal holes (Ofman, Nakariakov & DeForest 1999).

The efficient dissipation of Ihe slow waves by compressive viscosity close to the sun, and

by Landau damping in the collisionless plasma suggest that the waves may' contribute to

heat_ing of the coronal holes in the first solar radii above the limb. This region in coronal



holesis difficult to heal t)v ,hear :klfv6n waves due to their large dissipation lcngdl, even

when phase mixing is lakml iillo aC(:OUlIt (Ofmall c_ Davila 1995). The compressional waves

may provide a sioqlal,_tr¢' of Ih(' nonIinear wave acceleration mechanism proposed by Ofman

dk: Davila (1997a, t997t). 199_) for the acceleration of the fast solar wind.

Below, we reporl. Ihe r¢,sult, s of lhe new UVCS WLC observations of coronal hole

density fluctuations with Icmy(,r duration, and higher cadence. In § 2 we describe the

method of observations at ,me a_(t at two radial positions, together with the error analysis.

In § 3 we show the observational results. We have applied the fast Fourier transform

(FFT) and the wav_'let analysis to our data. We performed the cross-correlation analysis

at two radial positions in order t,o determine the propagation speed of the fluctuations.

The conclusions are in !i 1. Ihe observations suggest that the pB fluctuations are due to

propagating compressional wave packets in coronal holes.

2. Observational Method

2.1. Observations at one radial position

The observational met, hod of I.he pB with the WLC is described in detail in Ofman eL

el. (1997). llere, we present a brief summary of the method. The WLC is a potarimeter

that measures the pB in lhe 450-600 nm band, over a 14x 14 square arc-second area located

at the center of the instantaneous UVCS field of view. The coronal pB can be directly

related to the electron density integrated over the line of sight. Because the UVCS field of

view can be rotated aboul, l he Sun center, the WLC can hook at different position angles.

The WLC measuremenl_s and Ihe most recent calibration are described in Romoli et al

(1997).

The purpose of IJm measuremems reported below is I_oinvestigate low frequency
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(milli-tlertz) electrondcl_sityfluctuations.The determinationof the absolutemagnitude

of theelectrondensityis l(q't ['or[uturestudies.Theinstrumentalpolarizedstraylight,

whichisusuallyremov('df'romtile pB measurement,constitutesa constaaltandnegligible

contributionto tile total pB al.the heightsof interest.The timeresolutionis constrained

by therequiredsignalto _oiseratioof thepB intensity.The noisein the pB intensityis

determinedby photonstatistics.Themtmberof photonsthat reachthedetectordecreases

with theheliocentricheightof thet)Bmeasurement.In orderto improvethetimeresolution,

weassumethat thepB polarizationplaneis tangentto thesolarlimb. This 'allowsus to

reducethe number of polarizer positions from three to two to obtain a pB measurement.

The pB counts are obtained by taking the difference in counts between two successive

positions of the polarizer.

The line-of-sight aw_'raging of the white light data probably reduces the variation of

the pB due to the cornpressional waves. This effect must be taken into account when

determining the amplitude of the waves from the observations in future studies. Looking

at plumes may reduce Ihe dilution due to line-of-sight integration, since the waves may

propagate in phase due to trapping (Ofman, Nakariakov & Det:orest 1999), minimizing line

of sight integration effects on the signal. When interplume regions are considered only the

largest amplitude fluctuations ill the line of sight (i.e., localized density enhancements) will

contribute to the pB intensity, minimizing the line-of-sight dilution.

2.2. Observations at two radial positions

In order to determine the phase speed of the density fluctuations we performed time

resolved observations with the WLC pointing at two radial distances from the Sun with a

cadence of about 5 minutes. This method is bused on the finite propagation velocity of the

waves carried by the solar wind. By alternating the observation of the pB between 1.9 R o
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and2.1Ra,at.atratteshorlcrl llan lhe expectedtraveltimeof the disturbancesbetweenthe

twopoints (on the samemagneticstructure)it mW bepossibleto observea correlation

betweenthepB fluctuatt,ion._at the two points. This correlation will allow measurement of

the propagation speed of lhc disturbances by calculating the travel time that yields the best

correlation between the two time series. If the solar wind speed is independently known,

then this travel time can be _ised to determine the phase speed of the waves, which then

will be compared to the model predict.ions.

In particular, we haw_ used Ihe following technique to measure the phase speed of

the waves. The UVCS was pointed above one of the poles, and the WLC was observing

along the radial direction at am area of 14x I4 arc-seconds. The maximum time assigned

to continuous observation was several hours (see Table 1). During the observing run, we

obtained three pB measurements at 1.9R o followed by three pB measurements at 2.1P,_.

This sequence was repeated for the duration of the observation. We assumed that the angle

of polarization (lid not change so that two positions of the polarizer are sufficient to derive

the pB. As discussed below, .30-60 second exposures for each polarizer position are enough

to achieve accuracy better than 10% on the pB measurement. The cadence was determined

by the combination o1"lhe exposure time and the instntment mirror pointing time.

2.3. Error analysis

In order to estimate the si_lal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in our observation we define S1 and

oc_ as the count rates corresponding to the two polarizer positions. The pB counts are _ven

by

pB (& - &)at, (1)
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where dt is the exposure _ime (s(xe Table l below). The statistical error of the pB is

._kpB - V/(S1 + &)_l.

Therefore, the S/N is given by:

(2)

Computing this S/N a.s a fullClriOn Of the exposure time in seconds for the typical number

of counts at the observed height (1.9f_<) we get pU 1.79V'_. Therefore, an exposure

time on the order of 30 s is enough to achieve S/N-I0. This S/N is high compared to the

S/N that can be achieved observing t.he pB, with similar exposure at 1.9P,¢, using other

presently available instruments. Although, the S/N of the pB measured with the WLC is

high, we must bear in mind that our signal is the pB flucguagions - a fraction of the full pB.

This reduces the actual S/N to about 3.

A possible source of instrumental error is the WLC mirror oscillations that may

modulate the observed brightness, leading to false detection of pB fluctuations. The

WLC exhibits fast exponential decay right after the end of the UVCS synoptic program

{yet to be explained), with a settling time of about one hour and irregular low frequency

fluctuations (timescale of the order of 0.,5-1 hour). The second effect does not influence the

pB fluctuation measurement since the frequencies that we measure are much higher. The

exponential settling time has been taken into account in the few cases where it affects our

data sets by removing l hose data points from our analysis.

In addition to white light, data, we have 'also obtained Ly-c_ data with similar cadence

and exposure time. We have investigated the variations in Ly-a intensity using similar

methods as for the pl_ (letta. We found that the fluctuations in the Ly-c_ are within the

magnitude expected from statistical fluctuations (i.e., S/N_I). ]'his is due to the small

number of photons reaching Ihe detector, resulting in poor count statistics (order of 10

counts near the peak of the l.y-_ emission line).

pt3 (s, - s,,)v 7
+ & (3)



3. Observational Results

We have made sev_'ral WI,C _)bservations in February 1997, l"ebruary 1998, and

February 1999 at, 1.gR, z i_ tile south coronal hole, with exposures in the range of 30-100

seconds. The average t_tt count rate was approximately 300 counts per second. Table 1

lists the parameters o[ _:ach observation: date, starting time and length, position angle

(counterclockwise from Ih(: tlorth pole), heliocentric height, cadence of pB measurements,

exposure time, the ['requency _)f the highest peak in the power spectrum, and the type of

coronal structure (plume or interplume). Vor the February 1997 and 1998 observations the

target plume or interplume was determined by measuring a spatial intensity profile in

Ly-c_ at 1.5P_ al_ the b(:ginning of the observation and extrapolating the observed structure

radially outward to 1.!)/_,_.

3.1. FFT analysis of pB at 1.9R.o

In Figures t I we show the obser"_'ations of pB and the power spectra. The top panel

shows the temporal evolut.ion of the pB. The statistical relative error in the pB is on average

9.4%. The amplil_ude ,_f l.he variations in pB is about three times the statistical error in

the observations. We use the I"VT spectral data analysis of the thne-series (with the DC

component and the small Iillear trend removed) to determine the frequency content of the

fluctuations in pB.

The middle panel in l"igures I -.1 shows the I"FT power spectrum of the pB time

sequence. The largest peak in l"igure 1 appears at a frequency f - 1.6 mHz with spectral

resolution of 0.08 mttz. Ill l"i_Ire 2, the largest peak is at 1.7 mHz with spectral resolution

of 0.03 mttz. In Figure 3, the largest peak is at 2.2 mHz. In ["igure 4, t,he largest peak is

at 0.5 mHz with the second largest peak at 1.2 mHz and with spectral resolution of 0.03
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ml-tz. The peaksin the power>p¢'ctrumof the pB indicatea periodicityconsistentwith

thepresenceof compressionalwavepacketspropagatingin the coronalhole.Thefrequency

of the peakpoweragreeswith Ihc expectedrangeof frequenciesfor compressionalwaves

drivenby photosphericrnoti(ms.

In order to investigatethe ._tatisticalsignificanceof the powerspectrumweused

the methoddevelopedby Wdch (1967):the pB time sequencewasdividedinto ,--,1

hoursegments.The segmentswerewindowedusingthe Welchwindow,detrended,and

Fouriertransformed,andlhe spectrawereaveraged.Theaveragespectrumof the one

hour segments,with the appropriatestatisticalerror, is shownin the bottompanelof

Figures1 4. Thestatistical¢'rrorswereobtainedbymultiplyingtheaveragepowerspectrum

by (1 :i: 1/v/--NN),where,Vis lhe numberof onehoursegments(seeTable1). Forexample,

for N - 9 the standard deviation of the average spectrum is 33%. In Figure 1, it is evident

that there is a peak in the power spectrum at 1.5 mHz, close to the frequency of the largest

power in the power spectrum of the full observing sequence (middle panel). The spectral

resolution of this power spe.ctrum is about 0.3 rnHz. The spectral resolution is reduced by

the shorter duration of the data segments compared to the full data set. The close relation

between the location of the highest peak in the full power spectrum and the averaged power

spectrum is also evident in Figures 2-4. The length of each observing run determines the

standard deviation of the aw'.rage spectrum.

In Table t, we show lhc frequency of the highest peak of the power spectrum that

appears in the spectrum of each full time sequence, consistent with a peak in the average

power spectrum of the segments at each observing run. Most of the observations exhibit

the highest peak in the 1.6-1._ mtlz range. In the February 4, 1998 data, the highest peak

occurred at 0.28 mHz with a smaller peak at 2.5 mHz. The peak at, 2.5 mHz appears both

in the raw power spectrum and in the averaged power spectrum, while the low frequency
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powerof the rawpowerspectrumappearedspreadover1 mtlz in theaveragedpower

spectrum,ht the t"ebruary27. 1999data, thehighestpeakoccursat 2.2mllz, closeto

therangeof frequenciesin tlle l.'ebruaW 1997and 1998observations.In the lowercadence

February28, 1999data, Ihehighestpeakis near0.5mHzwith thesecondhighestpeakat

1.4mHz.TheobservatiollSat twopositions(1.9and2.1/_) takenonFebruary5, 1998and

February22, 1999listediu Table1aredescribedin detail in § a.abelow.

A wayto testwhetherlhe peaksin thepowerspectrumaredueto aliasingis to obtain

spectrawith differentcadences.Theobservationswith cadenceof 74.9s (2/7/98;2/6/98)

axldof 89.9s (2/24/97;2/:3/98)showthelargestpeakat nearlythesamefrequency(1.6-1.8

mHz).Thehighercadence(5-1s) observationsat 2/27/99showa peakat 2.2mHz,and l,he

lowercadence(123 s) observations on 2/28/99 show the second largest peak at 1.4 mHz. To

further test for alia.sing we have decreased the cadence by a factor of two by rebinning the

data. The power spectrum of the rebinned data still shows the largest peaks at nearly the

same frequencies, indicating that the peaks are not due to aliasing.

3.2. Wavelet analysis of pB at 1.9R$

Since the wavelet Iranstbrm was introduced in the early eighties (Grossmann &

Morlet 1984), it has b_n widely used in signal and image processing. Like the FFT, the

discrete wavelet transform (1)WT) is a linear operation that defines a forward and inverse

relationship between the time-domain and the frequency-domain (called the "wavelet

domain") with the appropriate basis functions. For the F'FT, the basis functions are sine

and cosine, l'or the 1)WT, the basis functions are more varied and complicated, and

are usually called "wavelets." Also, like the Iq?T, the DWT is orthogonal, making many

operations cornputatioually d-ficiem. The advantage of the wavelet transform over the

FFT is that the former allows the use of time-localized basis functions. This makes the
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DWT better applicablefor _tmlysisof intermittei_tsignals.In our case,the fluctuations

in thepB appearasshortduration (comparedto the durationof theobservation)pulses

or wave-packets.Therefore,weusethe Morleg wavelet (Grossmann & Morlet 1984) as our

basis function, which is a sine wave with a Gaussian envelope

_<,(g) _ r_- ll'l ei_Ote-_21"a, (4)

where the parameter _.'0 ._ 6.

For a given discrete t.itne series 7k-, such as our pB data, the DWT is

- , (5)
k'-O

where s is the time scale (equivalent to wavelength in the FFT), k is the time index of the

data points, K is the number of data points, and the asterisk denotes complex conjugate.

The two-dimensional phase plots in tqgures 5-8 below are constructed by plotting the

wavelet amplitude for each inverse time scale 1/s (i.e. "frequency") as a function of time

(i.e. k_t) for the pB data shown in l"i_tres 1 4.

In Figures 5 8, we show the wavelet phase diagram in which the horizontal axis is the

time of observation, the vertical a.xis is the frequency in millihertz, and the colors correspond

to the magnitude of the power at. each frequency in arbitrary units. Examining the wavelet

transforms of the pB time series it becomes evident that the quasi-periodic density

fluctuations appear intermittently during the observations with a coherence time of about

30 minutes. The line plot on the heft panel in Figures 5-8 represents a the time-averaged

wavelet spectrum. The good agreement between the average wavelet spectrum and the FFT

power spectrum at the bottom panel in tqgures 1-4 is encouraging and provides additional

credibility to the spectral structure of the pB signal.
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3.3. Cross-correlation analysis at 1.9 and 2.11_.o

In orderto establishthe waveoriginof thesefluctuationswith higherconfidencewe

haveattemptedto determinetheirgroupspeedby observingthepB at twoseparateradially

alignedpointsat 1.91{5 a_([at 2.1I1a. The observations were taken on February 5, 1998 at

14:46UT with a cadence of 89.5 s and an exposure of 60s for _,-9 hours and on February 22,

1999 at 16:56UT (Fig. 9) wilh a cadence of 74 s and an exposure of 45 s for ,--8 hours with

about 4 hours of a continuous sequence (see Table 1). The WLC pointing was alternated

between the two locations once everT 3 pB measurements. The white light brightness at

1.9RG and 2.1RG are shown at lhe top panel of Figure 9. As expected, the white light

brightness of the corona is lower _tt 2.1R_ than at 1.gRo. The pB at 1.9Re (triangles) and

at 2.1R o (stars) are shown in lhc middle panel.

Since we expect the highest correlation between the two quasi-periodic signals when

the fluctuations at, 1.9t{a reach 2.1HG, we look for peaks of the cross-correlation function.

The peaks in the correlation will occur when a wave packet detected at 1.9R o will reach

2.1R¢. For a truly periodic wave the peaks in the cross-correlation function occur when the

two pB signals are in pha.se (i.e., shift,ed by a full wavelengt,h). Negative correlation will

occur when the waves are out of phase. A high correlation at a negative time lag may also

occur for periodic propagating waves.

The cross-correlation of the pB at 1.9R G and 2.1R e is shown in the bottom panel of

Figure 9. In order to determine how significant the cross-correlation is - we show the level of

cross-correlation (dashed lines) that would have been produced by two white-noise signals.

Approximately 95% of the noise cross-correlation should lie between t,hese bounds given by

-I-1.96/vFK, where n is the number or data pairs (Brockwell & Davis 1987). No significant

correlation was found in the I"ebruary .5, 1998 data set. However, the February 22, 1999 data

(Figure 9) show that the cross-correlation at time lag of 656 s+ 165 s is significantly above
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thenoiselevelandmay liar(, been caused by a propagating wave packet between the two

points. The time lag ¢?rror is = hall Ihe time between adjacent time lags. By dividing the

distance between t.hc two polaris {0.:2I/:¢) by the tirne lag of the peak correlation we obtain

the propagation speed o[ tl_e tl_lcttt¢:ttion, _ 210 + 54 km s -_, assuming radial propagation.

The deduced propaga¢ion speed corresponds to the group speed of the compression'al

wave plus the backgromld solar wind speed at about 2RG. If we take i50±60 km s-l for the

solar wind speed at 21/:¢ ba.s('d on I.TVCS Doppler dimming observations in coronal holes

(Cranmer et al. 1999) we g¢.'t _ G0± 81 km s-_ for the wave speed. The large uncertainty in

the wave speed does not _llow lhe determination of whether we have detected a propagating

wave.

The uncertainty may be reduced if we use the solar wind speed based on mass flux

conservation at 2R_, which i._ 90±20 km s-I (Cranmer et al. 1999). In this case, we get the

wave speed of 120+58 krn s -_ in a_eement with the expected sound speed in 106 K plasma.

In the linear approximation {i.e., for small wave amplitudes) the waves can be viewed as

perturbations propagating on lop of a background time-averaged, solar wind flow, where

the time averaging is at the wave period. The mass flux conservation represents the solution

of the equation of continuily for lhe background flow, on times scales larger then the wave

periods (i.e., with the waves averaged out). We use the approximation that on long time

scales the mass flux is conserved in order to estimate the background solar wind flow.

In order to improw_' the delermination of the wave speed we need to reduce the possible

noise level by increasing the number of data pairs. In addition, we found from the wavelet

analysis of the fluctuations that. the coherence length is of the order of 30 min. Therefore,

we need higher cadence observations at the two radial distances to determine the wave

speed with higher statistical confidence.



4. Conclusions

Observationswith the[VCS WLCchannelof pB fluctuationsindicatethat thedensity

in thesouthpolarcoronalholeat 1.9t6_fluctuatesona timescaleof aboutt.2-2.5mHz,

with possiblylowerandhigherI'requcnciesin tilemillihertz range.This is thefirst detailed

high-cadenceobservationof suchfluctuationsat a considerabledistanceabovethesolar

limb. The temporalevohtl.ion and the spectrum suggest that these fluctuations may be

generated by compressional waves propagating from the Sun. The fact, that the density

fluctuations spectrum is pea.ked in a narrow frequency band at the expected range of

frequencies strongly suggest lhe likelihood of wave related phenomena. Our observations

are consistent with the recemly reported (DeForest emd Gurman 1998) detection of

compressional waves by I';IT in polar plumes closer to the limb (< 1.2P,.¢). These waves

were identified as stow magnetosonic waves by Ofman, Nakariakov, & DeForest (1999).

The fluctuations may be generated by the nonlinear compressive waves driven locally

by nonlinear Alfw5n waves (Ofman & Davila 1997a, 1997b, 1998). The nonlinear Alfv_n

waves provide an additional source of energy for the acceleration of the fast solar wind. The

spatial and temporal variations of the Alfvdn wave amplitude in coronM holes generates

variations in the wave pressure that drives the compressional nonlinear waves. However,

further studies are needed to relate quantitatively the results of present observations to

these waves. For example, the difference between the nonlinear compressional waves speed

and the linear slow magnetosonic waves speed is to small to distinguish with the present

accuracy of measurement.

These waves could also bc driven by density fluctuations at the base of the coronal hole,

driven by the solar p-mode oscillations that propagate into the corona in the form of fast or

slow magnetosonic waves. Since the peak power of the photospheric motions occurs at a.a

mHz this suggests that _he p-mode energy may contribute to the observed waves at about,
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half the abovefrequency,timto nonlinearperioddoublingthat occurs in the transition

region, ttowever, it is nc)t t)bviolls how Ihe p-mode fluctuation could transfer their energy

to the slow and fabt, mode: i_ Ihe corona, and we do not attempt to solve this problem in

the present paper. Sinc_ the ('nergy fttLx in slow waves is only a small fraction of the energy

contained itl p-mode: t)scillalic_ns - everl small conversion efficiency could potentially accotmt

for the observed waves. I t is possible t.hal, other mechanism (such as reconnection in the

maguletic network at the: ha.'se of the corona) may generate the observed waves.

The temporal evol_lt.ioi_ ¢)1"Ihe t're(tuency spectrum of the pB as seen in the wavelet

analysis indicates that lhe waves are produced in short bursts of about 30 minutes

throughout the observation. 'l'he waves appear intermittently both in plume and in

interplume regions, l Iowev(,r, due t.o line-of sight effects, contributions from both regions

are most probably comail_¢,d in any single observation.

The measurement, of Ihe propagation speed of the fluctuations produced velocities in

the range of 150-260 km s -_ aL 2t_e,. This range of speed is consistent with the phase speed

of slow magnetosonic waves or nonlinear solitary-like waves carried t:)5' the solar wind in the

low-jJ coronal hole plasma and is aul encouraging result. The nonlinear solitary-like wave

speed is about 20_Yc-'_0_Y,_f'a._t.er t_han the sound speed for typical coronal hole parameters

(Ofman & 1)avila 1997a). l,inear slow magnetosonic waves propagate at a speed close to

the sound speed itl the h)w-.3 coronM hole plasma. Measurements of the solar wind speed

and of the ambient, t.emperature (in order to determine the sound speed) close to t,he sun

with an accuracy of 10_ , or better are needed in order to distinguish between the above

wave modes.

The likely det.eclion _f compressional waves in the south polar coronal hole far above

the limb may be the source of the additional momentum and heat required to accelerate

the fast solar wind in coronal holes. The slow waves are darnped by compressive viscosity
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closeto the Sunatl([ by I.az,latt,lampingin collisionlessplasma.I_reliminarycalculation

of compressivedissipationo["slowmagnetosonicwavesshowsthat the low-frequencystow

wavesshouldstill beapparentat 1.9H¢for thetheoreticallypredictedsolarvalueof the

compressiveviscosity.It iscvi+let_tthat additionalobservationsandmodelsareneededin

orderto establishthe rol(,cffthesewavesin theheatingand theaccelerationof the solar

wind.
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Fig. l.-- Time variation of the polarized brightness observed with the UVCS WLC in t_he

south polar coronal hole at 1.9t_m on February 6, 1998 with 45 s exposure (top panel). The

polarized brightness unit.s are given relative to the Sun center brightness integrated over the

WLC wavelength bandpass ( t50-600 nm). The power spectmum of the pB (rzdddle paxiel) and

averaged power spectrum of nine ,-_ l hour segments showing t_he +standard error interval

(lower panel).
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Table 1: The parameLers of the high cadence UVCS WLC observat, ions of pB fluctuations

Date Start Duration Position Distance Cadence Exposure Peak power f

(UT) (h) Angle (/_) (s) (s) (mHz)

Location

24 Feb 1997 21:27 3.7 184.1 ° 1.9 89.9 60 1.8

3 Feb 1998 14:19 9.9 _ 180.0 ° 1.9 89.9 60 1.7

4 Feb 1998 14:30 10.0 180.0 ° 1.9 89.9 60 2.5

5 Feb 1998 14:47 9.1 180.0 ° 1.9 & 2.1 89.5 b 60 N/A

6 Feb 1998 15:55 8.5 173.3 ° 1.9 74.9 45 1.6

7 Feb 1998 15:19 9.1 175.7 ° 1.9 74.9 45 1.7

22 Feb 1999 16:56 4.0 c 179.6 ° 1.9 & 2.1 74.7 b 45 N/A

27 Feb 1999 16:08 4.8 180.0 ° 1.9 54.2 30 2.2

28 Feb 1999 11:13 6.6 c 180.0 ° 1.9 122.8 100 0.5

Plume

Plume

Interplume

Interplume (?)

Interplume

Plume

N/A

N/A

N/A

The pB were interpolated in the 0.40 h data gap after 4.5 h of observations.

b It takes additional ,-,32 s to move the mirror between the two positions.

c Uninterrupted observing time.


